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Andreas Geursen
+316-24840312

info@staatseinde.com
www.staatseinde.com

[Band]

Bandmember 1: Der Neo (Vocals/Vocoder/Keys)
Bandmember 2: Andy Dufter Vocals/Keys/Sequencer

[General rider]
1. Staatseinde consists of 2 members.
2. Lockable dressing room / backstage with a mirror is desired.
3. Sound technician, light technician and ticket sales need to be done by the venue/organizer.
4. We have to know the time of arrival, soundcheck and performance as soon as possible, at least 2 weeks prior to gig.
5. Sufficient drink vouchers for 2 people.
6. Some (local) craft beers and a few 0,0% or low alcohol beers would be great.
7. Backstage Ties / tickets for 2 people.
8. Guest-list for at least 3 people.
9. The length of the performance is normally around 40 to 50 minutes (unless agreed otherwise).
10. A Table for merchandise is desired.
11. When we need to be present before 19:00 a meal is desired (no fast food please). There are no diets/restrictions.

[Technical rider]
Channels
1-2 -Mixer Dufter with all instrumentals: MPC LIve, Novation Bassstation 2, Roland JD-XI

and Mixer Neo: Yamaha Reface cs (with fx), Micromodular (Vocoder)
3 -(Main) vocal Neo (with Boss VE-5) - mono XLR
(and) 4 -(Backing) vocal Andy Dufter (optional apart line out) - Stereo XLR

What do we need more:
● 2 mic. (Shure SM 58) + 1 mic. Stand (Der Neo brings his own mic. stand).
● PA (with enough sub) and small mixer (4 channels).
● No (hard) limiter on the PA system please (we need enough dynamics, we are not a laptop act or DJ).
● One hour to build up and sound-check our equipment. In case of tight schedules this can be shortened in consultation.
● A few power adapter points on stage.
● 2 monitors for small and some more for bigger venues >>> mix setting is the same as the FOH mix, mostly with a bit

more vocal for band member Der Neo).
● 4 XLR cables for connection.
● Good moving lights, fog and strobo fx (desired) on stage. (For small venues we can bring an optional LED strobe).
● Beamer for digital backdrop with our logo/bandname desired.

NOTE: all other information including backdrop, band biography in several languages, photos, etc. can be
downloaded from our electronic press kit: www.staatseinde.com/epk

http://www.staatseinde.com/epk

